Helpful Tips
For Coca-Cola Service, Phone-Fix® and Small Parts, call
1-800-241-2653(COKE), 24/7/365.

1. Daily Cleaning

9000 8000 7000

Touch Screen

Nozzle

Drain

Using a clean soft
cloth and approved
sanitizing solution,
wipe down touch
screen and all
exterior surfaces
throughout the day.

Locate and
remove nozzle.

Use a clean nozzle
brush (Coke part#
954412) and
approved sanitizing
solution (Kay-5,
Coke part #24041)
to scrub nozzle.

Using the same
brush and sanitizing
solution, scrub
nozzle ring area.

Check for and
remove debris
from drain pan.
Use drain cleaning
brush (Coke part#
139176) weekly to
keep drain line clear.

2. Check Sweeteners
High-Fructose Corn Sweetener (HFCS)
When disconnecting bag-in-box, place clean
cloth under connector to catch any sweetener
drips. Rinse connector in a cup of warm water
prior to connecting a new bag-in-box.

When reconnecting,
ensure connection is
secure and screwed
on completely.

Remember to check HFCS and
NNS levels 1 to 2 times per day.

Non-Nutritive Sweetener (NNS)
Position NNS bag-in-box with
arrows pointing down and white
lever secure (lever moves left
to right to close; right to left to
open).

Coca-Cola Freestyle 7000 dispenser only
The NNS bag-in-box sits in a
tray, typically located under
the counter. Follow the same
connection and cleaning
procedures as shown on left.
NNS will transition from a SmartPAK™ cartridge to bag-in-box. For NNS cartridge replacement
instruction, refer to 7000 section below.

3. Cartridge Replacement
SmartPAK® cartridge (paperboard)

Pull off white
Open SmartPAK
dust cap.
paperboard box
by removing
perforated corner.
* Some brands (dark colored colas) require 60-seconds
of agitation by the dispenser with the lower door
closed prior to starting the “Prime-All” procedure.

Insert cartridge
Insert paperboard
cartridge into black plastic and plastic tray
tray and remove inner seal. into appropriate
slot.*

For product quality, check “Enjoy By” date on all cartridges.

Black plastic
cartridge trays
should be “hand
washed” only, using
Kay-5 sanitizer, or an
approved equivalent,
and never placed
in a dishwasher.
Placing trays in
dishwasher may
warp them over time.

Coca-Cola Freestyle 7000 dispenser only
Open SmartPAK
paperboard box in
the same manner
as described above
for the Coca-Cola
Freestyle 8000 and
9000 dispensers.

Vigorously shake each
cartridge for 10 seconds
(leave inner seal on the
cartridge while shaking).

Insert paperboard cartridge
Insert cartridge and
into black plastic tray, remove plastic tray into
inner seal; align cartridge with appropriate slot.
the tray.

